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1. Introduction

Several examples, where truncated samples from Type III population
arise, have been cited by Chapman (1956). The problem of estimating
the paramebrs of the Pearson Type IH population assuming various
forms of truncation has been'studied by Cohen (1950), Des Raj (1953),
Chapman (1956) and others, mainly in the two cases: (a) to estimate
the location'parameter, .)n, and the scale parameter,-or,-when ctj, the
third standard moment is known; and (b) to estimate ft, tr, and
when only the form of the population is known. These authors in
their treatment assume that the individual observations are available.

In practice we often meet with grouped observations (see Chapman,
1956). Cohen (1950), and Chapman" (1956) have dealt with grouped
observations also. But, Cohen's estimates are inefficient (see Kenney
and Keeping, 1951, pp.376); and he has not evaluated the variances
of his estiinates. Though Chapman's estimates are efficient when
individual observations are available, the same is not true when the
observations are available only in groups; for in that case his equation
(5) may not hold exactly. Moreover, Chapman's procedure can be
efficiently used only for truncated ungrouped samples and not for
censored samples, grouped or; ungrouped. The purpose of the"present
paper is to present consistent and efficient :estimates of-the parameters
of the Pearson Type III population from truncated and censored samples
of grouped observations. The maximum likelihood procedure for
truncated and censored samples of grouped observations, which the
author (Swamy, i960) used in the case^ of normal populations, is
employed. As our procedure, under case (b), is too tedious to have
much practical value only case (a) is considered in this paper.
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We consider Cohen's forms of truncation, viz., when the number
of unmeasured observations is (1) unknown for each truncated tail,
(2) known s.eparately for each .truncated tail, (3,) .known jointly for
both truncated tails. The first case cWacterizes, a doubly ;tr^^
sample arid the last two a doubly censored sample. • • •

Th,e probability-density function (P.D.F.) of a Pearson Type III
population may be written as,,

where
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We consider independent random observations from the above popula
tion and assume that the observations with values equal to or between
the points of truncation x-^ and are alone measured. Let these
nieasured observations be grouped into k specified classes with end-
points X2, ATg, • ••, Xft+i.

Throughout the paper we adopt the following notation:
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For convenience we shall also use the abbreviations Gj =
and _0/= <P'(rO where dashes denote differentiation.

Throughout the paper we shorten the summation symbol S to merely
isi

In § 3 we denote by v 0, (.7, /'= ft, the Fisher's index of
information about the parameters in the truncated sample, of size. /j
characterized by case (c), e = I, 2, 3, - . ; r
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2. Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the Parameters '

-Casi XV) \ Pdubiy h^ Number ^^of, unmeasured
observations unknown for each . truncated taiL—Th6 density function
is now written as

IT
Gfc+i — Gi <7 L 2 \ c /.

: . X wr; • (2)
Let the n measured observation withvalues in the sample range i? be
grouped by classes (xj, Xi+j) i = 1, 2, • • k. And let nt be the number
of observations filling in the i-th class, i.e., between Xi and Xi+j. The
probability Pu of a sample observation falling in the j-th class is
now ,
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The likelihood function of the sample is

L, = c, n P,r = c^ , (4)

where Q is a constant.

Differentiating the logarithin of (4) jahd equating to.zero, we obtain
the maximum likelihood esWatihg equations
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These equations may be written as
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where .

iti, >>«) =• (- i)« -'

O, ? = 1, 2, etc.)

yi is the width of the j-th class in units of the standard deviation. The
equations (6) are to be solved for getting the maximum likelihood
estimates of fi and a. They can be readily solved by using the tables of-
Z-functions. The Z-functions are extensively tabulated by the author
with the aid of "Salvosa's Tables of Pearson's Type. Ill Function"
and are availabje in the Statistical Laboratory, University of Poona.
Even in the absence of these tables of.Z-functions the likelihood equa
tions can be easily solved with the help of Salvosa's tables themselves.
The method of solving the equations is illustrated by a numerical
example in § 5.

Case (2) ; Doubly censoredsamples: Number of unmeasured observa
tions known separately for each truncated tail.—In this case a random
sample of size N = r + n + s is drawn from a population with the
P.D.F. given by (1). It is known that r of the observations are in the
ikt truncated tail and j of the observations are in the right truncated
tail. Now n is the number of measured observations with values equal
to or between the points of truncation. As before, these observations
are grouped into k classes with end-points Xg, x^, •••, Xs+i. Let the
frequency in the i-th class be (i = 1, 2, ••k).

This time the" probability Py of an observation falling in the i-th
class is , % .

^4+1 '

/ [i +! (^)]
... • • •

. ^ (7)
_ •; (J ,

= %1 - Gi . for i = 1, 2, .k.

The likelihood function of the sample in this case may be written as

L,= C,. Gi' . (1 Gfc+i)® . n (Gi+i - (8)

where Cg is a constant. Differentiating the logarithm of (8) and
equating to zero we get the maximum livelihood estimating equations
in terms of the Z-functions as
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r . Zii t) + s . Zii co) + ttiZiii = 0

f . Zji +'.y . Z21 (tji+i, 00) + S niZ2ii = 0 (9)

where t = —(2/03 + ij). The manner and method of solving these
equations is exactly the same as in case (1).

Case (3);—Doubly censored samples: Number of unmeasured
observations known jointly for: the two truncated toVs.—This ,case is
similar to the previous case (2) except that r and ^ are not known
separately. The only information available is that out of the sample
of size N, n of the observations are in the sample range R and the
remaining (A^ —71) observations are either in the left truncated tail
or the right truncated tail. Now N— n = r + s. In this case the
P.D.F. and the probability Pg, of an observation falling in the i-th
class are the same as the previous ones, i.e., case (2). But the likeli
hood function of the sample is

£3 = C2 . (1 - (?s+i + Gi)W-" . n - G,)"'. (10)
issl

Differentiating the logarithm of (10) and equating to zero we get the
maximum likelihood estimating equations in terms of the Z-functions
as ^ • •••' • •• • ; • '

I^ntZi^,-(N-n)Q,^ = 0

S n^Z^i, -(N-n) = 0 (11)

where

> , 1-.G,+, + Gx .
(p, 9 = 1, 2, etc.).

The manner of solving the equations is the same as io the previous
cases.

Note that the g-functions are functions of the truncation points
and can be evaluated with the help of "Salvosa's Tables of Pearson's
Type III Functions".

3. Precision of the Estimates*

Xhe large sample (asymptotic) variance-coyariance matnx' of'the
estimates, iii'ariy case, is the reciprocd of the information matrix
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where E stands for mathematical expectation.

Case(\),—In this case as
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and hence the information indices are , .
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The large sample variance-cqyariance matrix of the 'Estimates is
the reciprocal of .

Case (2).—This time as

• ' iV->oo, ^ -and

stocastically converge to and (1 —Gje+j) respectively. Hence the
information indices are^-" • -

• s

, * The expressions for (J, ' = /*.> <r) author's earlier paper
(Sw'amy, r960) c6urd have been'further simplified, as is done in this paper. -

" if
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The large sample variance-coyariance matrix of the estimates is
the reciprocal of the information matrix

Case (3).—In this case as

N

the degree of truncation and ^lence the inform^ition indices are given
by

w->oo N .
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and

n-^ooN So-

= (1 - Cr.H + Gi) . = A, (a).

The large sample variance-covariance matrix of the estimates is
obtained by taking the reciprocal of

Ir; 4. Singly Truncated or Censored Samples

We shall now obtain the results for the singly truncated and cea-
sored samples as special cases of (1) and (2) above. It is obvious that
under singly censored samples cases (2) and (3) above are identical.
If only the left tail is truncated, oo while, if the right tail alone
is truncated, —(2/03) We shall consider the case when the left
tail alone is truncated. Now rfc+i->cx), . (Pt+i-> 0
Gk+i 1 and s = 0. ^

Case (I): -Singly truncated samples.—Th.Q maximum likelihood
estimating equations in this case are

H Hi [Ziii — Zji (^1, 00)] = 0

^ i n, [Z,,, - Z21 (t„00)] = 0. (16)

and "the information indices are
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where now '

The large sample variance-covariance matrix of the estimates is
given by

Case (2); Singly censored samples.—^In this case the maximum
likelihood estimating equations are

/• . Zn (fi, t)-1-= 0

.. • Zji t) + = 0- (1.8)

The inforination. indices are

w-^ooAT lij* . . • . .

= G, . (h, r) + S = IM,
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and (19)
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The large sample variance-covariance matrix 'of the estimates is
given l?y •

\

Note that-the 7^, ( j, /)'s in the singly truncated-tad censored.cases
are not the same as the corresponding /)'siin the doubly truncated
and censored cases. It may also be noted that the procedure of this
paper can also be used, without loss of much informatiph, for ungrouped
observations- by grouping the individual sample observations into
equidistant classes. '








